
Future innovation is to be found at the intersection of
different elements. For us, these elements are media,
technology and design. Like alchemists, our team of
creatives, technologists and strategists combines these to
bring brands and retail environments to life. We uniquely
engage consumers with graceful interaction and bold
beauty.

Tried and true or the latest trend, our special technologies
differentiate brands seeking to rise above the hubbub.
SENSYTOUCH develops strategic technology agreements
and market trend intelligence to provide high value added
solutions.

We	change	the	way	businesses	interact	and	engage	with	customers.

ABOUT	US

SENSYTOUCH is a solution-driven developer of the world’s
sleekest All-In-One Multi-Touch powerful systems,
supporting up to 50 simultaneous pressure touches to
provide responsive, fast interaction for multiple industries
that want to change the way they do business.



INDUSTRY	IMPLEMENTATION
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Background
ORANGE S.A. is a French multinational telecommunications corporation.
The company is one of the largest operators of mobile and internet services
in Europe and Africa and a global leader in corporate telecommunication
services.

Challenge
To make everyday experience of customers seen as friendly, effortless and
dynamic so that distinguishes Orange Smart Stores positively among others
on the market. A complete digital experience was required for a truly
revolution in both the customer experience and the way products and
services are presented in Smart Stores.

An interactive ORANGE branch required a digitalized sales process and new
means to engage shoppers at the point of interest, and ensure fast service
with great looks and some creative innovation.

Solution
Using multi-touch technology a complex hardware and software
environment was created. Plan configurator, device browsing with
integrated compatibility for accessories, instant prices, digital brochures and
catalogues, custom offers based on store groups and category and not at
least a rich media gallery that allows customer to visualize products, change
colours, compare specifications and much more.

CASE	STUDIES	- TELECOM

Results
Clients discovered an engaging and innovative new experience that helped them better understand products and services offered to them.
Orange noticed sales figures increasing, a faster customer service and client buying decision together with a new set of detailed metrics
regarding instore sales process. Data collection and processing got better using new technology.

Sales Force became aware that the new selling tool available at the touch of their finger brings sales increase and allows them to easily reach
their KPI’s.
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Background
Kuwait Finance House (KFH) is considered a pioneer in the
banking phenomenon known as Islamic Finance or Shari’a
Compliant Banking. KFH is the first Islamic bank established in
1977 in the State of Kuwait and today it’s one of the foremost
Islamic financial institutions in the world.

Challenge
As the world becomes increasingly technologically advanced and
tech savvy, KFH wanted a branch that was interactive and
engaging for the next generation and offers customers user
friendly banking applications to facilitate their banking
experience.

Solution
A smart bank branch was established using 110-inch multi-touch
screens, Microsoft Kinect technology, tablet applications, and a
sound dome to ease access to information without waiting for
assistance. With just a tap of the finger, clients can navigate
through the bank’s offerings. Using Kinect technology, clients can
immerse themselves with bank history and promotions, with their
own private sound dome to narrate the journey. System consists
of a loan simulator and a pre-sales tool that collects data and
saves time for both client and bank consultant.

CASE	STUDIES	- BANK

Results
Sales leads increased and new products were introduced based on customer usage of the system. Data metrics offered a clear
picture of customer needs based on comparing in branch simulations with actual sales allowing KFH to better position on a very
competitive market.
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CASE	STUDIES	– AUTO	SHOWROOMS

Background
BMW, one of the top automotive companies in
the world, represents sheer innovation and
excellence. The image of the slick multi-touch
screen among BMW’s cars was properly aligned.

Challenge
In order to exceed expectations, BMW sought to
abandon conventional and outdated methods
which include brochures and catalogues in their
showrooms in Europe. BMW decided to go for a
modern and technologically advanced way of
presenting their beautifully designed vehicles.

Solution
Through such elegant multi-touch screens and
complementary software application, both
resulted in a clean-cut, yet creative tool in which
it helped customers in BMW’s showroom to
digitally engage with BMW cars and create a
memorable and fun experience.

Results
A sales tool that allows clients to visualize and
better understand BMW’s products and
accessories. A better way of collecting customer
data and leads.
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CASE	STUDIES	- EDUCATION

Background
Al Jalila Cultural Center for Children (AJCCC) has the aim to
create an environment to teach UAE’s children about their
culture, capacity of building and incorporate Emirati
heritage into their lives.

Challenge
To fully digitalize AJCCC beginning with the enrollment
process, institution management and up to in classroom
students experience.

Solution
A custom software platform was developed and multi-touch
technology was added to allow teachers to easily manage
the learning process. Additional hardware was deployed to
create a seamless experience from accessing and interacting
with items within AJCCC to sharing on digital platforms.
The control access is done using NFC powered bracelets,
photo booth, booking and checking into class also with
bracelets.

Results
A smart school was born. The management is done in a
complete digitalized manner from student programs to
teachers and classrooms. Parents have online access to track
activity and interact with teachers. We created an interactive
experience in every department through the use of digital
activities and learning tools.
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SOFTWARE - SENSYTOUCH is a leader in developing custom multi-touch interactive applications

We are a technology company dedicated to provide custom 
development, unique build solutions created with latest technologies. 

Our objective is to have a positive impact on the activity and growth 
of client companies, and to assist them in achieving their highest 
business potential.

We implemented software solutions in large corporations but also in
SMEs. We are highly experienced in integrations being able to make
deployments with minimum possible effort on our customers’ side.

We develop server side applications, mobile native and cross 
platform interfaces, web and desktop applications.

Languages/Technologies

Data base

Platform

Our project management is compliant with best 
practices available today, projects being split and 
followed as described bellow:

• Requirement Gathering & Analysis

• Design Phase / Prototyping

• Development Kick Off

• Development

• Internal Quality Assurance

• Client Acceptance Testing

• Final & post Support Delivery
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PRODUCT	SPECIFICATIONS

ST43SLIM
Interactive Multi-Touch AIO (All In One)
system with capacitive technology. It is
so incredibly responsive and remarkably
thin that astonishes you at first glance.
43” UHD display with AG nano-
projected capacitive touch technology
with support for 50 touch points.

Video Card:
NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1060

Processor:
Intel® Core™ i7-6700K

Active area:
43 inch

Touch Inputs:
Up to 50 points

Resolution:
3840 × 2160

Outline Dimensions:
1055 x 644 x 50 mm

Thin	outside.	Powerful	inside.
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Technology: LCD LED
Active area: 43ʺ
Resolution: 3840 x 2160
Refresh Rates: 60Hz
Luminance, White: 350cd/m2 Viewing Angle: 178°
Life Expectancy: 60.000 hour

DISPLAY

COVER	LENS Type: Gorilla Glass
Thickness (mm): 1.9
Outline Dimensions (mm): 1051,2 (H) x 639,5 (V)
Viewing Area (mm): 941,2 (H) X 529,5 (V)
Bezel Width (mm): 55

FULL	TECHNICAL	SPECIFICATIONS

TOUCH	PERFORMANCE Technology: Projected Capacitive (pro-cap)
Conductive wire pattern: AG Nano
Number of Multi-Touch Points: 50
Multi-Touch Accuracy (mm): +1.5
Scan Rate (Hz): 120
Finger Separation (mm): 10
Palm Rejection: 30x30mm Large Area Rejection
Passive Stylus Support (mm): 5
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CONNECTIVITY USB 3.0: 3 ports 
HDMI: 1 out
Display Port: 1 out
RJ45: 1 port
WiFi: Wireless AC 8260
Bluetooth: 4.2

FULL	TECHNICAL	SPECIFICATIONS

Input: 110-230 V, 50-60 Hz 
Consumption: Average 150 W / Max 420 W

ELECTRIC

MECHANICS Weight (Kg): 25
Width (mm): 50
Wide (mm): 1055.4
Height (mm): 643.7

ENVIRONMENT Functioning Temperature: from +10 up to +40 °C 
Storage Temperature: from +5 up to +40 °C 
Ambient Light: All usual light sources

INTEGRATED	COMPUTER CPU: Intel® Core™ i7-6700K
GPU: NVIDIA GTX1060 6GB GDDR5
RAM: 2 x 8GB DDR4 2400MHz
SSD: 250 GB M2
Audio: 2.1 50W
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CLIENTS
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Address: 1-3 Soseaua Cristianului, 500053, Brasov, Romania

info@sensytouch.ro

http://www.sensytouch.ro


